
The first rice malt beer world

Arrossaires the Delta de l'Ebre, producers and suppliers of the best rice in the world, they are 
in luck. Celiac, without a craft beer suitable for them, are in luck. Lovers of craft beer, always 
waiting for innovative and groundbreaking products, they are also in luck. Why? Because we 
have managed to create the first world rice malt, which in turn has led us to develop the first craft 
beer rice malt.
From this single malt rice it has produced craft beer in question, characterized by containing 
100% malted rice, a fact that creates high diastatic power. Specifically in the brewing industry, 
this discovery will bring a world of extraordinary possibilities; they may draw all kinds of styles of 
beer with a distinctive touch, light and yet complex. Also mixed versions beer recollections of 
memories of exotic fruits, from malt. And there's more: versions made from 100% malted rice are 
suitable for coeliacs, as the cereal does not contain gluten.
Craft beer tab 100% malted rice
Style: Saison - 100% malted rice
Appearance: yellow, slightly turbid and large white foam.
Nose: Beer with much aroma, thus acting yeast to ferment the sugars of rice, such as aromatic 
species leads. They can also be detected and sweet sensations citric fruit and spicy herbados.
Taste: It has a light and dry input. In the aftertaste reminds the rice and spices, with a phenolic 
touch the end, from yeast.
General Comments: This is a very refreshing and natural beer, with all the properties of a craft 
beer top-fermented, unfiltered, unpasteurized. It contains a completely new type of malt, which 
reveals a world of possibilities and, moreover, is suitable for coeliacs. In their mixed versions, 
you can remind exotic fruity.
Ingredients: Water, rice 100% malt, hops, orange peel, juniper, cardamom and Saison yeast.
Alcoholic Vol. 5.8.
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